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Abstract. Boolean operations, tree homomorphisms and their converses, and forest product, in 
special cases o-catenation, x-product, x-quotient and x-iteration, preserve the regularity of forests. 
These closure properties are proved algebraically by using congruences of term algebras which 
saturate the forests operated on and constructing, by means of them, a congruence which saturates 
the product forest. The index of the constructed congruence is finite, if the congruences saturating 
the forests to operate are of finite indexes. The cardinalities of ranked and frontier alphabets are 
arbitrary. The preservation of recognizability is a straightforward consequence of those congruence 
constructions and the Nerode type of congruence characterization for recognizable forests. 
Furthermore, the constructed congruences can also be applied directly to construct explictly tree 
automatas to recognize the product forests. 
The recognizable forssts are defined to be forests recog;Czzd by finite tree 
automata. Zvtating from the general custom to define the finite tree automata with 
finite ranked and frxtier alphabets, here they are also allowed to be infinite. The 
sets of states are of course finite. The proofs of the closure properties can be done 
by constructing suitable finite recognizers and regular grammars. However, in 
consequence -Jf the universal algebraic nature of recognizable forests, the proofs 
are here based on constructions of saturating congruences, and the formalism is a 
universal algebraic one. We now have a new method to construct the required 
automata to recognize product forests. 
Special notation 
The set {1,2, m . .} is denoted by 
the union and n (Ai 1 i E I) the int 
all equivalence relations on A is denoted b 
-class of an e 
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equivalence classes module C (IA/ 6l), the index of 8, is denoted by in 8. Furthermore, 
for any subset B of A, we introduce the notation 
se=u (bfq6E B). 
If T= TO fos Tc A, it is said, that 8 saturates T 
nition 2.1. An operator domain is a pair consisting of a set C (of operators), 
and a mapping r : 2 + No that assigns to every u E C a finite arity, or rank, r(a). An 
operator domain is simply denoted by the set of its operators. For every number 
m E NO, we use the notion 
to symbolize the set of all m-ary operators in E. 
efinition 2.2. A Zalgebra & is a pair consisting of a nonempty set ,4 and a mapping 
that assigns to every operator CT E C an m-ary operation on A, CT& : A” + A, where 
m = r(a) and A” is the mt’n Cartesian power of A. ‘We write & = (A, 2). 
2.3. Let C be an ope 
he set of 2X-terms, 
domain and X a set (of variables), disjoint 
, [3J is the smallest set, such th;lt 
Xu&cF,(X) and u(tl,...,tm)EFx(X) 
whenever m E N, (T E Z, and t,, . . . . t, E F,(X). 
Here CX-terms are regarded as formal representations of trees, and the set of 
variables is called a frontier alphabet, the operator domain a ranked alphabet, the 
CX-terms CX-trees and any subset of the set F,(X) a 2X-firest. If we do not want 
to specify the alphabets, we shah speak simpiy about trees and forests. From now 
on, the cases where X = 8 or & = @ are not specificaiiy handled, but the results hold 
in these cases, too. 
ree t. The symbols X and Y are reserved for frontier alphabets and the 
symbols Z and ~2 for ranked alphabets. 
If MX) $0, the E-algebra Sx(X) = (F,(X), 2) 
CI :F2(Xyt1r . . . . t,)=o-(t ,,..., I,) 
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For a ZX-tree t, the height hg(t), the root root(t) and the set of 
are defined as follows: 
(i) if tE Xu&, t en hg(t)=O, root(t)= t, and sub(t)=(t); 
(ii) if t=n&,..., t,), where IPZE , cr E &, and tl, . . . , t, are z.J(-tp:es, then 
root(t)=v and sub(t)={t}uu(sub(ti)Il~ism). 
We define for a CX-forest T, root(T) - {root(t) 1 t e T}. 
efirnition 2.6. Let ( TX 1 x E X) be an X-indexed family of CX-forests. For each 
subset Xi of the frontier alphabet X and each ZX-tree t, we define the forest 
t(x * TX [x E X’), mostly written simply as t( x + TX), as follows: 
(i) if t EX’, then t(x+ T.J= T,; 
(ii) if t E (X\X’) u &,, then t(x* T,) = t; 
(iii) if t = a( t, , . . . , t,,), where m E N, (T E Em and tl, . . . , t,, are EX-trees, then 
t(X +- TX) = {O(S, , . . . , Sn*) 1 Si E ti(X + 7;), i = 1,. . . , m}. 
In the case X’={X~,..., x,}, we also use the notation t(x, *- T,, , o . . , x, + T,,,) for 
t(x+ TX 1 x E X’), and if t = (T(x,, . . . , x,,,), where u E E,, we speak about the CT- 
catenation of the forests TX,, . . . , 7;,,,. For a CX-forest T, it is defined 
T(x+ 7-K)=U(t(x+- T&E ‘I-J. 
efinition 2.7.. Let S and T be CX-forests and z E X. The z-product of S and T is 
the forest prc duct 
Se, T= T(z+Sj. 
Tke z-quotient of T by S is the forest 
S-‘T={~EJC_V(X)IS*,~~ W(7)}, 
where T is called the dividend forest. The z-iteration of T is the forest 
where To*’ = (z), and 
n-t],: _ - -_J Tnvzez T, n E 
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h,,:&,+F,(YuE,,, ). The ~rtie hon~umorphism determined by these mappings is 
the mapping [4] h : F,(X) + F;:( Y) defined such that 
(i) h(x) = hx (x) for each x E X, and 
(ii) h(a( t, ?. . . , t,))=h,(u)(&,+ h(t,),. . .,&,+h(t,))whenevermf 
and t I,..Jr*,~&m. 
If whenever m E N, and UE &, no letter of the alphabet Em appear:, more than 
once in h,(a), we call h linear. Furthermore, h is said to be alphabetic, if h(X) cr Y, 
andforeachmENI?arlduE~,,h,(cr)=0(5,,...,Sm),whereoE~n,,. 
efinition 2.9. A (frontier-to-root) ZX-recognizer (a tree recognizer) [4] is a triple 
A = (d, a, A’), 
where &’ = (A, 2) is a E-algebra, (Y : X + A is a mapping and A’ (E A] is the set of 
jinal states. If A is finite, we call A a jinire recognizes- In particular a EX-recognizer 
(L&(X), lx, T), where T is a ZX-forest and 1 x :X+X is an identity mapping, is 
denoted by FT. 
efiuition 2.80. Let A = (d, a, A’) be a XX-recognizer and C? the extension of a to 
a homomorphism from the term algebra sZ(X) to a Z-algebra &!. It Js said, that 
recognizes a 2X-forest T or that b is a 2X-recognizer of T, if T = 
{t E F,(X) 1 G(t) E A’). A ZX-forest, recognized by a finite tree recognizer, is said 
to be recognizable. 
Definition 2.11. Let A = (&, (Y, A’) be a EX-recognizer, and 0 a congruence of & 
saturating the set of final states A’. The quotient 2X-recognizer of A in respect of 8 
is the ZX-recognizer 
where (Y@: X + /1/O is such a mapping that for each x’ E X, cue(x) = a(x)& 
Since a forest T is recognized by both F7 and each of its quotient recognizers 
[l, 2, 41, we obtain, after generalizing Nerode’s theorem on regular languages and 
right congruences of the free monoid 151, the congruence characterization for 
recognizable forests [2, 41. Finiteness of the index of a congruence saturating T is 
a sufficient and necessary condition for the recognizability of T. 
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. Let 0, p, x E Eq(A) and 0 c_ p, ,a/. If S and T are subsets of A, such that J is 
saturated by p and T by x, respectively, then obviously 6 saturates the sets S u T, 
Sn T, S\ T and A\S. Now the claim of the theorem follows from the coqguence 
characterization for recognizable forests because a finite intersection of congruences 
of finite indexes is a congruence of finite index. Cl 
3.2. For OB , O2 E Eq( F’( X )) we define the equivalence relation on F’(X), 
0, * &, the X-pro ct of 0, and 02, as follows. Let p and 9 be CX-trees. Then 
(PdlkO,* 492, e conditions (i)-(G) hold: 
(i) P 02 4; 
(ii) for pnf+ ry-tree “__.1 -1 s s and all CX-forests &, x E X, such that 4 E s(x + $), there 
is a 2X-tree t and ZX-forests 7;;, x E X, for which t O1 s, TK02 = S,O, for all x E X9 
and p E t(x + 7;); 
(iii) the condition (ii) holds, if we interchange p and 4. 
3.3. For a finite X, the X-product of equivalence relations of finite indexes 
is of jimite index. If 0 E Eq( FE (X)) saturates a ZX-forest T, and for each XE X 
9, E Eq( FE (X)) saturates a 2X-forest TX, then T(x + 7;) is sa tura tea’ by the X-product 
of Oand rHOA x E X). The X-product of congruences is a cnngruence. 
roof. Let p be a 2X-tree and 8, , Q2 E Eq( FE (X)). Whenever (& 1 x E X) is a family 
of ZX-forests, we obtain 
I{sO,[p~s(x+S,),s~ FV(X)}I~in8,, 
and whenever _I’ E X and : is a ZX-tree 
1{17;.e,~p~ tW+ TA 7;s &ix), XE WI 
-I:T/021 Tc F,(X)}1 =2i”B?. 
If q 8, * O2 p9 then e:Jery possible “splitting” of the tree p, (SO,, (&O,lx E X)), for 
which p E sO,(_Y + &O,), must also be a splitting of the tree qs and conversely. Hence 
by an upper limit of the cardinality of the subsets of possible splitting we obtain 
in fll * c),< in 02(2;li G,<2’” e2)‘x!). 
This yields the first claim of our theorem. 
Let T, 8 and ir;, O,, x E X, be defined as in the theorem, and let us use 6 to 
denote the equivalence relation n (0, 1 x E X). Let a CX-tree p be in the forest 
t(x + TX), where t E T, and let a CX-tree q be in the same 0 * &class as p. 
there exists a tree s and X-indexed forests (S, )x E X j, SW that s 8 t, 
XCX, and qEs(x 
Because t E T a aturates T, s must be in T. rthermore ijli=kAi 
statement that, for each x E X, O.Y saturates I&, we thus obtain rK = ;l;g = &g 
whenever x E ence 
qE T(x+-S,)c T(x+S,, 
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Then, let 8, and t& bz congruences of g=(X), SVI E , a~&,, and let 
%*V qm be SUCK XX-trees that pi o1 * 82 qi, i = 1, p . . , m. We use the notation 
p=4lh2 . . . . pm) and q=a(qr,-..,qm). 
Definition 3.2 yields pi 62 qi, i = 1. . . a , m, and since & is a congruence, condition 
(i) of Definition 3.2 holds for the pair (p, q). 
Condition (ii) is proved by inductir>n on the tree s. Let q E s(x c- S), where 
hg( s) = 0. Since hg(q) > 0, s must be in X. Obviously q E S,. On the other hand 
p E s(x+ T,), where 
Tx = 
s, for x # s, 
&u(p) forx=s. 
We still have p t12 q, hence T& = S$, . Thus, in consequence of the fact that s fll s, 
condition (ii) is fulfilled for the pair ( p, q). 
?len let q E s(x + Sx), where hg(s) > 0. Now it follows from the definition of q, 
that for each index i~{l,..., m) there must exist such a CX-tree si that 
qi E si(x + S,), and furthermore s = U(S, , . . . , s,). Therefore, on the basis of our 
statement pi & * 82 qi, i = 1, . . . , m, we also must have for each iE(1,. . . , m} a 
CX-tree ti and a family of forests ( Txi 1 x E X), such that ti 8, si, TxiOz = S,&, x E X, 
and pi t PijX * ?;i)* 
By using the notion t = o( t, 9. . . , t,), we obtain t & s, because e1 is ti congruence. 
Furthermore 
U ( L 1 l si~m)t&=S_,8,, XEX, 
Therefore t fulfills condition (ii). This finally shows, that condition (ii) holds for 
the pair (p, q). 
Since qi 8, * e2 pi, i = 1, . . . , m, it can be proved in a way analogous with the 
previous argument, that (ii) holds for the pair (q, p). Hence (iii) holds for the 
pair (p, q). This finally shows that p & * t& q, and hence the product preserves 
congruence. q 
OF0 is Jinite, then T(x + T,) 9’2 a recognizable foresr wheriever T and 
the forests T,‘are recognizable (cJ: 14, 5, 61). 
s is a congruence of finite 
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ition 3.5. L et x E X and 8 E Eq( & ( )). Let us define the equivalence relation 
on FE(X), e*x, the x-power of 8, as follows. For each ZX-tree p and q, (p, q) E Oar, 
iff the conditions (i)-(K) hold: 
(i) Pm 
(ii) for each CX-tree s and CX-forest S, such that q E S*F” l X s, there is a XX-tree 
t and a CX-forest T, for which t 8 s, TO = Se, and p E T*‘” l X t; 
(iii) condition (ii) holds, if we exchange p and q. 
Analogously with the proof of Theorem 3.3 we obtain Theorem 3. 
Definitions 3.2 and 3.5 are much alike. Hence by the congruence characterization 
we obtain Corollary 3.7 directly. 
3.6. Let x E X. The x-powers preserve finiteness of index. The x-iteration of 
a forest is saturated by the x-power of such an equivalence relation that saturates the 
forest. The x-power of a congruence is a congruence. 
wollary 3.7. Let x E X. The x-iterations preserve recognizability (cf 14, 5, 61). 
efinition 3.8. For all x E X, S s F,(X) and 8 E Eq( Fz (X)), let us define an 
equivalence relation on FE(X), 0(x, S), the x-S-quotient of 6, such that for any p9 
qE FAX), p 0(x, S) q, ifi 
(S l X pm = (Sa, 4)/e. 
Let x E X and S c Fx (X). The x-S-quotients preservejniteness of index. 
For T C_ FE (X) the x-quotient S -“T is saturated by the x-S-quotient of such an 
equivalence relation that saturates T. The x-S-quotient of a congruence is a congruence. 
roof. Le! Y c X, S c FE(X) and 8 E Eq; FE (X)). ‘The first claim is evident, because 
in e(x, S) s 2’? 
Then let T be some C&forest saturated by 0, a 2X-tree p in the x-quotient S-“T 
and a ZX-tree q in the same 0(x, S)-class as p. It follows that S l X p n T # 0 and 
(S l X p)8 = (3’0~ q)O, hence S l X q n T # 0, because T = TO. This yields that q is also 
in S”T. Thus we have shown the second claim of the theorem to be true. 
LetOthenbeacongruenceof~~(X),mEN,(TE~~andlet3,,...,p,,q,,...,q,, 
be such XX-trees that pi 6(x, S) qi, i = 1, . . . , pn. If 
then 
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It follows that p 0(x9 S) q, and therefore 0(x, S) is a congruence. Cl 
As a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.9 and the congruence 
characterization, we obtain the next result. 
. Let x E X. The x-quotients preserve recognizability, if the dividend 
forest is recogn ble (cf [4, 61). 
For any OY-tree p and any tree homomorphism h : F,(X) + F”?( Y), 
we in’roduce the set of such CX-trees which h maps to p like a “generalized” 
alphabetic tree homomorphism: 
(VU E (J&n sub(t))) hg( h,(o)) = 0, (Vo E root(sub(;)‘\(X u 2,))) 
The tree homomorphism h : Fz- (X) + F’)( Y) is ca!led r@~r Jfor the equivalence 
relation 8 ( E Eq( F’(X))), if whenever p is an 0 Y-tree, the converse of h satisfies 
the inclusion 
h-‘(p) c al( p, h)6. 
For all equivalence relations 6 E Eq( F’ (X)) and tree homomorphism h : F’ (X) + 
&( Y), let us define an equivalence relation on F”( Y), O(h), the h-map of 8, so 
that whenever p, q E F’( Y), then p 6(h) q, iff 
al(p, h)/8 = al(q, h)/8. 
Let h : F=(X) -+ Fn( Y) be a tree homomorphism. The h-maps preserve 
finiteness of index. If h is regular for an equivalence relation which saturates a forest 
T, then h( 9) is saturated by the h-map of the equivalence relation. If h is linear, the 
h-map of a congruence is also a congruence. 
oaf. Let 0 E Eq( Fz( X)) and h : F,(X) + F,,( Y) be a tree homomorphism. The 
rst claim of our theorem is evident as in O(h) s 2’” ‘. 
Let then f: F,(X) + Ffl( Y) be a tree homomorphism, regular for 6. Let T be a 
-ZX-forest saturated by O9 p as a r(lY-tree in the forest ,f( T) and q a .C? Y-tree in the 
same O(j)-class as p. Since al(p, f) 5 f-'(p) we obtain on ihe brsis of efinition 
3.11 that 
al(q, f )O = al(p,f JQ -f -I(p)g. 
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Then suppose 8 is a congruence of 9E (X > and la : FE (X) + 6;;,( 1’) is a linear tree 
homomorphism. Furthermore, let m E , ct) E 92, and the _QY-frees p,, . . . , pm, 
4lT~~VYrrl be such that p, O(h) qi, i = 1: . . . , m. This agrees with the following 
notation: 
and 
R = iOOt({CO((i, 9. . . , (iili,) E hn(~,2j [Wl, n E a QL) E lit,,, 1 =2 i,, . . . , im S n}). 
Next we show that if ti , . . . , t,, are OY-trees and t = w( tl , . . . , t,,), then al( t, h) f @, 
if? 
oEO,,n and al(ti,h)#(b, i= I,..., m. (1) 
First suppose al(t, h) # 8 and M E al( t, h). Thus there must exist such n E Pd, p E 3’,, 
and such EX-trees u,, . . . , u,, and indexes i,, . . . , i, E {I,. . . 3 n] that 
ui,Eal(!j, h), j= 1,. . . , m, 
u= p(u ,,.. ., II,,). 
So, condition (I.) holds. 
Next presume (1). Now there must exist k E , T E &, indexes j,, . . . , j”, E 
11, * ’ l 9 k} and CX-trees vj,, . . . , uj ,,,? such that 
vj, Ebl(ti, h), i= 1,. . . 9 m. 
The m-tuple < LJ,, , . . . , yj,,,) is then extended to a k-tuple (L+, . . . , vk) by choosing 
each vj, je{il,.. . , j,,,}, arbitrarily from a set al( t,, h)? i = 1 i . . . ) m. 
linear, we obrain 
-E W (h ( Vjil j, a s m 9 h ( Vj,,, ) ) 
Now a(~,,..., ok) E al( t, h), and therefore a;( i, h $ # 9. 
Suppose then w L L?,\ orjE(l,...,m} is such an index t 
pi 0(h) q,, i = 1, . . . , m, we have 
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Next let w E a,,, n W and al( pi, h) # 8, i = 1, . . . , m, whence the sets al( p, 12) and 
al( 4, h) are not empty. Choose s E al( p, h). Now we must have n E N, G E Z,, CX-trees 
s1,==‘9 s, and indexes il,. . _, im c {i,. . . , n} such that 
S,,Ed(pj, h), j= 1,. . . , m, 
s=u(q,.. ,S”). 
On the basis of our statement 
al(pj, h)/o=al(q,, h)/8, jc{l,. . -, m)- 
Hence for each index 4, there must be such a tree fi, E al(qj, h) that Si, 6 ii,. Let us 
write ai, = 5i, for j = 1, . . . , rl3, a d ai = si for i g (il, . . . , i,>. Since 8 is a congruence, 
we obtain s 8 o(a, , . . . 9 a,, j, and evi&ntDy a@, , . . . , a,,) E al( 4, h), because h is 
linear. Therefore al( p3 h )j 8 E al@, h )/ 6. 
On the basis of ;he fact that pi 8(h) qi, i = 1,. . . , m, an analogous argument 
with the previous one yields al( 4, h)/ 8 c_ al( p, h)/ 8, as 0 is symmetric. So, finally 
we have al(p, h),U = al(q, h)/8. It hllows that p O(h) q, and therefore 8(h) is a 
congruence. El 
3.13. Suppose T is a recognizable .ZJC-fore., t and h : FI (X) + Ffj ( Y) a linear 
tree homomorphism. IJ’h is also regular for Q congruence of$nite index, which wturates 
T, then h ( T) is also recognizable. Particularly alphabetic tree homomorphisms preserve 
reciignizahility (cJ [4, 5, 61). 
roof. Let h : FE (X) + Fn( Y) be an alphabetic tree homomorphism. Hence 
ah p, h) = h-‘(p) for every InY-tree p, and thus h is regular for every equivalence 
relation on FL(X). Obviously h is also linear, and therefore the claims of the 
corollary are consequences of the congruence characterization and Theorem 
3.12. El 
By using tree automata, we obtain a known and more general result according 
to which linear tree homomorphisms always preserve recognizability [4]. 
re Let h : FE(X) + Ff2( Y) by n t--Fe homomorphism ar:d T * f2 Y-forest. 
lf T is recognizable, then h -‘( T) is also recognizable (cj [4, 6]). 
and T a recognizable 
s a congruence 
-I of 
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relations h, 8 a h-’ is obviously a congruence of s-((x) and satisfies 
in(he 80 h-‘)Gn Let p be some 2X-tree in the forest h-‘(1’) and let q 
be a CX-tree in the same h 0 8. h-‘-class as p. Then h(p) Oh(q) and h(p)E T, 
whence h E T, as T= 73. It follows that q is also in h-‘(T). H 
saturates ( T). The congruence characterization implies now 
recognizable. a 
en& 
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